Missive from AASTMT President

Referring to the text of AASTMT establishment Convention (Article XI): "Under
1953 Convention on the League of Arab States privileges and diplomatic
immunities, all AASTMT Members States Representatives, Staff, Funds, Assets
and Buildings must have got those privileges and diplomatic immunities", for that
AASTMT Management calls its Egyptian students for not to prejudice the security
inside AASTMT campus, in order to preserve all the Arab countries funds and
properties on the land of Egypt, as for the sake of the future of students, as well as
for not distorting the civilized image of the Egyptian revolution and for not
allowing some individuals behavior to distort this civilized image, without
realizing that AASTMT is not a part of the governmental or civilian or private
systems of any particular state rather than the other, where AASTMT is one of the
League of Arab States specialized organizations that is hosted by the Arab
Republic of Egypt under the umbrella of the League of Arab States and with the
participation of all Arab countries in its management.
Considering the starting of February 2010 / 2011 semester on Saturday 5/ 3/ 2011,
as AASTMT keen on its students safety and its campus work stability to ensure the
best distinctive provision of educational and training services, AASTMT
management calls its students and their parents to consider the following:

First: The cooperation with the security personnel who are planned to be presented
at the vehicles during their movements to and from AASTMT Campus, as for this
purpose, two security personnel will be presented at each bus, one of them will be
at the front and the other in the rear of the bus as they will be equipped with what
maintaining the students and vehicles safety.

Second: Students who have involved in the bus service are committed to bring out
their AASTMT card. In case of losing AASTMT card, they must bring out their
personal identity card, as they have to get another AASTMT card immediately to
ensure that there is no infiltration of any element among our students.

Third: Students who will attend on foot, they must identify themselves to the
security personnel at AASTMT gates to ensure that there is no infiltration of any
element at AASTMT Campus.

Fourth: Concerning students and staff who are attending by their own means of
transportation, it will be preferred to get a number of them in the same vehicle in
order to reduce the number of cars whether on the road and inside the campus.

Fifth: Students are committed to report to the Deanery of Student Affairs or the
Security Affairs Department about any violations of legitimacy or any trial to make
any sedition and division among students, to be able to take the suitable action to
maintaining the students and AASTMT campus security and safety.

Sixth: Students are committed to not to bring any self-defense tools in AASTMT
campus, which will be administrated by AASTMT Management in cooperation
with the armed forces whether from outside or inside the campus.

Seventh: Our students are committed to follow the methods of legitimacy in their
dialogues as befits AASTMT status, as befits what they accept for Egypt’s
reputation as a host country and as befits their position as conscious young people
To whom the leadership of the Arab nation will be moved.

So for all students parents and families, AASTMT Management emphasizes that
all AASTMT procedures and actions have been performed to maintain the students
safety and to ensure their semester studies completion in a positive refined
atmosphere that commensurate with the students value and AASTMT status, so we
ask students and their parents to not to listen to the tendentious conversations that
are transmitted without any documents and that are published through the illegal
channels, as AASTMT Management asks all AASTMT family members to use
AASTMT forum, which was created specifically to present all the requests and
inquiries with the preservation of AASTMT privacy and its position in Egypt,
God bless,

